
Significant prevention gaps affect Asian‑born men who 
have sex with men (MSM) in Australia (Aung et al, 2020; 
Phillips, 2022). However, relatively little is known about 
the quality‑of‑life issues for HIV‑positive Asian MSM. 
NAPWHA identified an opportunity to invest in the 
capacity of this community to engage in research and to 
challenge the perception that they are ‘hard‑to‑reach.’ 

The rates of HIV infection of Asian‑born MSM are 
disproportionately higher than Australian‑born 
MSM relative to population (Reeders, 2010). Further 
research is needed to understand how the Australian 
HIV response can support Asian MSM. However, there 
are challenges in reaching the population through 
traditional research methods.

Under the Health Literacy Framework project, 
the Positive Asian Network Australia (PANA) was 
established as a peer‑led community mobilisation 
initiative, formed by HIV peers and the project’s 
Community Advocate, Jimmy Yu‑Hsiang Chen.

Hosted by Jimmy and members of PANA, online 
consultations of overseas‑born Asian men living with 
HIV, referred to as ‘Community Conversations’ were 
conducted in May 2021.   Additional participants were 
recruited through community organisations — Living 
Positive Victoria and ACON — where one‑on‑one 
interviews were conducted (n=8).
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An invitation was posted via NAPWHA social media channels

Membership of PANA is open to all positive Asian people living in Australia. A closed-group has been 
established and is moderated on Facebook to keep peer and social connection continuing online.

The key issues identified through our ‘Community 
Conversation’ activities were: 

–  HIV being linked with morality and punishment 

–  Peer‑led information sources were most trusted 
and relevant

–  Experiences of stigma in suburban healthcare setting

–   Structural HIV stigma in immigration process

The priority areas identified for action were:

–  Advocacy in immigration 

–  Community building and mobilisation

–  Meaningful involvement and employment in the 
HIV sector

–  Visibility of positive Asian role models

A key outcome of the Health Literacy 
Framework project has been the 
capacity building of community 
members and organisations involved. 
Community members have gained skill 
and knowledge through connecting 

with and learning from others in 
their community. Individual capacity 
has been strengthened by building 
networks and partnerships within 
communities and organisations.

Using a systems approach combining 
a root cause analysis and applying an 
ecological framework enables us to 
identify the causal cycles that contribute 
to the under‑representation of positive 
Asian born MSM in research, prevention 
and positive health promotion. The 

findings confirm the importance of 
local knowledge and community 
engagement. Asian‑born men living with 
HIV bring unique insights, knowledge 
and expertise that are essential for 
Australia’s efforts to end HIV as a public 
health threat by 2030.
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